
Check In

Grab an index card, write your name, and answer the following:

Complete the online evaluation for this class.



Who gives foreign aid? Is it
successful?



Recap

Globalization has raised incomes - but has it benefited everyone
equally?

Across country inequality

Developing countries are growing faster

The number of extremely poor has decreased

Global inequality has moderately decreased

Variation across countries and regions is still problematic

Within country inequality: Focus on the US

US inequality has been increasing since the 1970s

Causes include trade liberalization, technology,
de-unionization, and superstar CEO salaries

Inequality in the US is largely driven by the top 0.01%



What have the “winners” done to
help the “losers?” Is their help
effective?



Foreign aid definition

What is foreign aid?

According to the OECD:
Foreign aid or foreign assistance is defined as “financial flows,
technical assistance, and commodities that are (1) designed to
promote economic development and welfare as their main objective
(thus excluding aid for military or other non-development
purposes); and (2) are provided as either grants or subsidized
loans.”

Grant element: present value of the loan must be 25% below
a comparable loan at market rates



Objectives of foreign aid

1 Stimulate economic growth through building infrastructure,
supporting productive sectors and bringing new
ideas/technologies

2 Strengthen education, health, environmental or political
systems

3 Support subsistence consumption of food and other
commodities (esp. relief operations)

4 Stabilize an economy following economic shocks



Objectives

The United Nations has also set a list of the objectives foreign
assistance should achieve.

In 2000, the UN set 8 Millennium Development Goals that
should be met by 2015.



Objectives

Progress towards the MDGs has been slow. In 2016, the IMF
announced a new set of 17 development goals to be met by 2030.



Trend 1: Time

What does foreign aid look like?

Trend 1: Foreign aid has increased over time
Net official development assistance and official aid received (USD)



Trend 2: By region

What does foreign aid look like?

Trend 2: Foreign aid is geographically concentrated
Net ODA from DAC countries, 2014-15 avg.



Trend 3: By recipient

What does foreign aid look like?

Trend 3: Foreign aid is concentrated in several large
recipients

Net ODA from DAC countries, 2014-15 avg.



Trend 4: By sector

What does foreign aid look like?

Trend 4: Foreign aid is concentrated in certain sectors
Net ODA from DAC countries, 2014-15 avg.



Donors

Who gives foreign aid?

Foreign aid can be given multilaterally or bilaterally



Multilateral donors

The largest multilateral donors include:

UN High Comissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

UN Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

World Bank Group

World Food Programme (WFP)

World Health Organization (WHO)



Bilateral donors

The largest bilateral donors include:

Aggregate dollars: United States ($33.59 billion in 2016)

% GNI: Norway (1.11% of GNI in 2016)



Bilateral donors by total $



Bilateral donors by % GNI



Differences

How are multilateral and bilateral aid different?

Multilateral aid can:

Allow countries to pool resources for the implementation of
large-scale programs that are beyond the capacity of any
single donor country

Help countries coordinate efforts, monitor implementation,
and reduce bureaucratic waste

Be less political because it aggregates the interests of multiple
countries

But multilateral aid can be less accountable due to shared
responsibility and can still be swayed by large countries



Donor incentives

Why do donors give aid?

Two competing arguments:

Recipient need

Donor interest



Recipient need

Aid is an effective way to equitably distribute assistance among the
world’s poor. It’s primary goal is to alleviate poverty.

The distribution of aid should reflect the relative need of
recipient states.



Recipient Need

Evidence of the recipient need model:

After the end of the Cold War, donors are more sensitive to
poverty

Food aid is largely directed to the poorest countries

Natural disasters and humanitarian crises are positively
associated with more aid



Donor interest

Aid is an effective instrument of foreign policy and be used by
donors to (1) prop up and reward important allies, (2) gain
bargaining leverage, or (3) exact conditions in exchange for the aid

The distribution of aid should reflect the extent to which a
recipient identifies with and furthers the interests of a donor



Donor interest

Evidence of the donor interest model:

More aid flows to former colonies

More aid flows to important allies

More aid flows to temporary UN Security Council members

Aid has been less strategic after the end of the Cold War



US foreign aid



The US and Israel

According to the Congressional Research Service, Israel is the
largest “cumulative recipient of US foreign assistance since WWII.”

Israel is not a developing country

But Israel is one of the US’ only allies in the Middle East

President Obama signed a 10 year deal to provide $38 billion.

President Trump announced that he plans to add $75 million
to Obama’s deal



Is aid effective?

Foreign aid and growth, 1994-2004



Is aid effective?

Does foreign aid increase economic growth in developing countries?

Yes

Yes, but there there conditions

No

No, and it has unintended consequences



Yes



Yes

Aid should lead to growth (perhaps with diminishing marginal
returns) because:

Aid augments savings and finances investment

Increase worker productivity if invested in health or eduction

Conduit for the transfer of technology or knowledge



Support from Radelet

Radelet says we have to account for:

Aid’s diminishing marginal returns

Variation in effectiveness by aid type

Clemens, Bhavani and Radelet 2004: aid actually aimed at growth
had a positive, significant impact with diminishing returns

Other factors still matter. But once geography, conflict,
institutions, etc. are controlled for, higher aid flows on
average lead to higher growth.



A success story

Botswana established its independence from Britain 1966

Initially over half of Botswana’s government expenditures
came from foreign assistance

At independence:

Life expectancy was 37 years
Per capita income was $70



Botswana

Today:

Life expectancy is 54.5 years

Per capita income is $16, 900

Since independence, Botswana has received significant aid. At its
peak in the 1980s, aid was nearly $200 per capita, making
Botswana one of the highest per capita aid recipients in the world



Botswana

Net ODA and OD received, 1960-2000



Botswana

What did they do with the aid money?



Botswana

What did they do with the aid money?

Diamond deposits were discovered in the early 1970s

Private investment (DeBeers) was used to build the mines

But foreign assistance was used to build up the infrastructure
(roads, airports, electricity) that the mines required to operate

Once diamond exports grew, foreign assistance was channeled
into healthcare and education



Botswana



Yes, but...

But Botswana had democracy and diamonds? Is the case
generalizable?

Aid can lead to growth under certain conditions

Recipient country characteristics

Donor practices

Types of aid



Yes, but...

Aid is conditional on good recipient country characteristics
including:

“Good economic policies” of low inflation, low budget deficits
and high trade

Aid is more effective in countries prone to external shocks

Aid requires a solid rule of law to elicit growth

Aid is most effective in democratic recipients

Aid is less effective under corruption



Yes, but...

Aid is conditional on donor practices including:

Aid is more effective when it is given for less strategic purposes

Aid should be more effective when there is greater recipient
country ownership

Aid is more effective when it is untied to purchases in the
donor country



Yes, but...

Aid is conditional on the types of aid given including:

Aid is more effective when it is directly aimed at affecting
growth - building roads, education, electicity, etc

Where aid is directly targeted to specific tasks leads to greater
effectiveness

Budget support aid is highly fungible and easily co-opted

Delivery of aid through bypass methods can be more effective
than direct government to government support



No



No

Aid might have zero or a negative impact on growth because:

It can be wasted (corruption)

It can help prop up bad governments

Countries have limited absorptive capacity to use aid flows if
they have relatively few skilled workers and weak infrastructure

Aid can reduce domestic savings

It can undermine private sector incentives for investment



Support from Easterly

Easterly says that:

$568 billion has beens spent on aid to Africa and the
continent is not any richer 40 years later

The “West” has spent $2.3 trillion on aid and improvement
with few results



A newer argument

Angus Deaton won the Nobel Prize in economics in 2015 on his
argument about the harmful effects of foreign aid.

When citizens pay taxes to fund the government, this creates
a sense of control over government policy

Foreign aid can weaken this relationship. When a government
doesn’t need tax money it becomes less reliant on its citizens

Government’s lose their incentives to innovate and use foreign
aid for productive purposes



A story of failure

Jean Claude, “Baby-Doc” Duvalier succeeded his father as
president for life on Haiti in 1971

Foreign officials were more tolerant of Baby Doc and
increased aid



Haiti

Early in his reign, Baby Doc opened up Haiti to foreign business,
opened up the palace to journalists, and started to repay the
country’s debts

The US and other governments rewarded these policies with
an increase in foreign aid (aid increased by more than 800%.)



Haiti

What did they do with the aid money?

Funded lavish lifestyles (Duvalier had a $3 million wedding)

Siphoned foreign aid into their personal accounts

It is estimated that in 1980 alone, Duvalier pocketed $16
million of $22 million in IMF loans



GDP per capita and real average GDP growth rates, 1960-2005

Initial liberalization in the 1970s let to average growth of 2.5%

At the height of corruption, growth in the 1980s fell to −2.5%



No, and...

Aid can negatively impact growth and have unintended
consequences

Aid can create dependence on continued assistance

Aid can increase the price of other goods and crowd out
domestic industry

Aid can be mismatched with local priorities



No, and...

Food aid and the fight against hunger

Food aid has been increasing over time and is often grown in the
donor and delivered to the recipient



No, and...

When food aid is delivered in high quantities, it can crowd out
local markets

Haiti experienced a devastating earthquake in January 2010

The United States alone spent $140 million on a food
program to feed those affected by the disaster

Included 90,000 metric tons of American crops sent to Haiti

When food gets distributed at low prices (or free) it artificially
inflates supply

Haitian farmers producing their own rice and corn, couldn’t
compete

Food aid bankrupted many Haitian farmers



No, and...

Global health aid and the fight against malaria

Increased prevention and control measures have led to a 29%
decrease in malaria mortality rates since 2010.



NO, and...

Global health aid and the fight against malaria

Malaria is caused by parasites that are transmitted through
infected mosquitos

Insecticide-treated mosquito nets are effective at preventing
mosquito bites

Between 2010 and 2015, there was an 80% increase in the use
of such nets in Africa

Many of these nets have been provided free of charge



No, and...

Due to high poverty, Mosquito nets are not always used for their
intended purpose

https://www.nytimes.com/video/world/africa/100000003441956/with-nets-fight-malaria-or-starvation.html?smid=tw-share


What should be done

Some argue we need to give more (and better) foreign
aid
“We estimate that it will take on the order of an additional
$60 billion a year to reach the Millennium Development Goals
- roughly a doubling of current aid flows- to roughly 0.5% of
GNP, still well below the 0.7 target agreed to by global leaders
years ago” (James Wolfensohn, WB President, 2002)

Some argue we need to stop giving foreign aid
“Over reliance on aid has trapped developing nations in a
vicious cycle of aid dependency, corruption, market distortion,
and further poverty, leaving them with nothing but the ’need’
for more aid” (Dambisa Moyo, author of “Dead Aid”)



More specific reforms

Ideas for reform have centered around:

Country selectivity: Donors should be more selective and
channel aid to those recipients that have the proper policies
and institutions to encourage growth

Recipient participation and leadership: Switch to a
country led approach where the ultimate beneficiaries are
more involved

Coordination: The pooling of funds will alleviate
bureaucratic pressure on recipients

Feedback and accountability: Independent, external review
will encourage greater accountability for growth results



The future of US foreign aid

The Trump administration has opted for the give less foreign aid
approach.

The Trump Administration released its 2018 budget proposal
in May 2017

The new budget proposes to

Merge USAID with State
Cut overall foreign assistance by 1

3
Includes global health programs, international organizations,
etc.
Many funds would be rerouted to national security objecties

Claims that the rest of the world must do its “fair share”



The future of US foreign aid

However, Congressional Republicans do not support the give less
foreign aid approach

Graham (R-SC): “If we implemented this budget, you’d have
to retreat from the world or put a lot of people at risk. This
budget is not going to go anywhere.”

Republicans control both houses and say they are not in favor
of such cuts

Democrats also side with Republicans on the reinstatement of
the foreign aid budget

The 2018 budget still hasn’t been passed by Congress



Recap

Foreign assistance
“Financial flows, technical assistance, and commodities that are
(1) designed to promote economic development and welfare as
their main objective; and (2) are provided as either grants or
subsidized loans.”

Foreign aid can be given:

Bilaterally or multilaterally

For donor interest reasons or recipient needs reasons

Is aid effective at eliciting growth? A debate

A lot of research says yes once diminishing returns are allowed

A lot of research says yes, but under specific conditions

Some research says no; on average aid does not cause growth

Some research says there are unintended consequences



Course overview

1 Use economic and political theories to identify who wins and
who loses

2 Evaluate how politics intervenes to determine whose interests
get represented

3 Evaluate competing explanations for the success or failure of
global economic infrastructure



Course overview

Use economic and political theories to identify who wins and who
loses

Stolpher-Samuelson and Ricardo-Viner tell us the
distributional effects of trade policy

The ability of host countries to regulate MNCs helps
determine the benefits and consequences of investment

Internationalization and tradability tell us that groups are
differently affected by exchange rate regimes and levels

Where foreign aid can elicit growth, the winners begin to
compensate the losers



Course overview

Evaluate how politics intervenes to determine whose interests get
represented

Collective action theory helps determine who organizes and
exerts political pressure

Explains who lobbies on trade policy
Explains why developing countries sign BITs instead of
pressing for global infrastructure
Explains why there is little lobbing on exchange rate policy



Course overview

Evaluate competing explanations for the success or failure of global
economic infrastructure

The prisoner’s dilemma explains why international cooperation is
difficult under anarchy. Are organizations successful in governing
cooperation?

The WTO

The lack of an investment institution (Why we use BITs)

The IMF

Multilateral development agencies (ex. World Bank)


